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 The Nunnery
2016

Identity and multimedia for a 
solo musician that uses vocal  
looping to construct songs

Watch her live video by 
the Elstran Bros
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Moodboard
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#000000 #FFFFFF #3FA9F5

Black White Blue

L              R:  Logotype,  
3D graphics made in  
Cinema 4D, color palette, 
and logo marks.
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Stills from music video for
Cowboy Blues Crown

Premiered at the Minneapolis  
College of Art and Design’s 2016 
Spring Commencement Exhibition.  
Will debut online debut soon.
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Website, responsive,  
uses Tumblr as a CMS
          1/3 thenunnerymusic.com
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Website, responsive,  
uses Tumblr as a CMS
          3/3 thenunnerymusic.com
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Performance graphics, 
projected behind  
The Nunnery as she  
performs

3

~26 minutes, for the duration  
of The Nunnery’s live performance.

Watch here.
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Process behind 
landscape image 
on left: “Window”

Watch moving version here.
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Installation to explore 
how the identity could 
transcend logos, style 
sheets, and merchandise 
to become an experience 
(such as The Nunnery’s 
music itself).
          1/3
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Live performance video by the 
Elstran Bros for The Nunnery: 
watch here.

Installation to explore 
how the identity could 
transcend logos, style 
sheets, and merchandise 
to become an experience 
(such as The Nunnery’s 
music itself).
          3/3
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Senior Project: final 
installation in MCAD’s 
Main Gallery as part of 
the 2016 Spring 
Commencement 
Exhibition
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Please see more of my work
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